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Address Regal Cam Ltd. Sti. 
K.Bakkalkoy Cad. Beyit Sk. No.59/1 
Y.Dudullu Umraniye 
34775 Istanbul

Country Türkiye

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
TYPES OF GLASS

Reflective, Fire Resistant
Plain,  Mirror-Coloured, Enamel Print
Decorative Focusing Glass, Bullet proof
Laminated, Tempered, Acoustic Laminated
Convex, Matte, Glass Door
Satin, Glass Processing

DOUBLE GLASS APPLICATIONS  
All processed or non-processed glasses are produced with Thiokol or silicon fillings, containing dry air between glasses, when it is double glass.

LAMINATION  
Transparent and opaque PVB is placed between two or more glasses of various thickness and characteristics, and laminated under heat and
temperature. Also, bulletproof laminated glasses with two or more layers are made A-™-.

TEMPER  
It is a heat process to ensure that the glass is four or five times more resistant compared to normal glass.

 

FOLIO COATING  
Folio coating is used in front of parapets, to make the reflecting glasses opaque, and to add colour to various types of glass for decoration purposes.

BONDING 
Silicon filled isolation units are glued on aluminium cartridges using special structural silicones.

CONVEX GLASS  
Various types of glasses can be turned into convex glasses.
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